All students, staff, and faculty are welcome to attend library workshops – no advance sign-up needed. Workshops meet in the library's Local History Room, and new topics are offered every month.

**LIBRARY WORKSHOPS**

**THIS MONTH’S TOPICS**

**INTRO TO NC LIVE**
- 25 min.
  Need articles for class? Want to try out an e-book or stream a video? Find all that and more with NC LIVE.

**PLAGIARISM**
- 35 min.
  Learn how to use outside sources appropriately and when to cite.

**ONLINE LANGUAGE LEARNING**
- 20 min.
  Discover Pronunciator, a digital language-learning tool from NC LIVE.

**TOO BUSY TO READ? LISTEN INSTEAD!**

Listen and learn on the go with books on CD or digital audiobooks on your MP3 player or smartphone – all available from your library!

Books on CD are located on the shelves outside the library study rooms. Find downloadable audiobooks through OneClickdigital (http://tinyurl.com/hyoyu66). To learn more, visit our [E-books LibGuide](http://tinyurl.com/hyoyu66) or talk to a librarian today.